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Air Conditioning Design &
 Distribution

Technical Bulletin

       Power Supply Options with the new RAS-##G2KVP-E and RAS-##BKV-E systems

Description 
 
The new range of Toshiba RAS-##BKV-E (Mirai) and RAS-##G2KVP-E (Daiseikai )                 
systems allow for the mains power supply to be connected to either the indoor unit or the           
outdoor unit which ever is the most convenient on site.

To facilitate this flexible power option the installer should note the correct terminals for 
the interconnecting wiring between the outdoor and the indoor units.

 
On the RAS-##BKV-E (Mirai) systems;

Default configuration from the factory
is power to the Indoor Unit.

Note:
NO modifications or alterations are 
required within the indoor or outdoor units.
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On the RAS-##G2KVP-E (Daiseikai) systems;

Default configuration from the factory
is power to the Indoor Unit.

Note:
NO modifications or alterations are 
required within the indoor or outdoor units

If you require further information or assistance, please call our technical department on;
07590 775 510


